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英国北西部日英協会
Japan Society North West
NEWSLETTER
Return to Japan

David Woolf is our previous
Committee Chairman
whose most recent role with
us was taking on the organisation and planning of Japan
Day last year. With his wife
Ann, David lived in Japan
for four years from 1995.
In this article David
describes his recent return
visit to Japan, and what he
found there.

	


Picture: Golden pond at Saiho-ji (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saiho-ji )

From the Airport Limousine Bus taking us from Narita to Shibuya
everything, we thought, looked reassuringly familiar – even the traffic
jam around Makuhari where eight lanes filter impossibly into two
with the minimum of stress. As you enter the city across the dramatic
Sunshine Bridge by expressways that thread their way at around 6F
level through Tokyo’s buildings you realise that you are in one of the
world’s greatest cities. Although it was now seven years since we had
lived there, it felt as though we had never been away. We were in
Japan for three weeks to visit friends and to do a few things that were
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RETURN TO JAPAN (CONTINUED)

still on our wish list even after six years of
frequent business visits and four years of
residence.

Fuji-san from the Izu Peninsula
The bus pulled into the basement of the
Cerulean Tower Hotel in Shibuya – just one of a
number of 40+ floor buildings that have sprung
up in this central Tokyo area in recent years.
We would soon discover that areas of Tokyo
that we thought we knew – Akasaka,
Omotesando, Roppongi, Shibuya, and
Shinagawa – have been transformed by huge
mixed developments of shops, hotels, offices
and apartments. The scale and speed of these
developments is difficult to take in, and almost
any one of them dwarfs Manchester’s
regeneration, and with a good deal more style
too. Japan has put behind it the “lost decade” of
the 90’s and recaptured some of the confidence
of the 80’s, though perhaps tempered with a
new realism.

	


One of the most attractive features of Japanese
cities is that the skyscrapers, expressways and
crowds coexist with low-rise residential areas of
narrow streets and friendly corner shops – and
very often the transition takes place in no more
than a few yards. The transition from Shibuya
to Nanpeidai, where we stayed a few days with
friends, is typical but a very special case is
Yanaka, which is easily accessed from Nippori
Station on the Yamanote Line that circles inner
Tokyo. Here little seems to have changed for a
hundred years, for it escaped the Kanto
earthquake and the firebombing – peaceful
temples and shrines, old houses, tiny restaurants
serving their own specialities and artisans’
shops. There is no better place in Tokyo to
reconnect with so much of what is good about
Japan. One of the less attractive aspects of
Japanese cities was the acrid smell of cigarette
smoke, very often from the cans tied around
posts at pedestrian crossings and full of
smouldering cigarette ends, which were
particularly horrid in the oppressive summer
heat. This has all been banished by what I took
to be a nation-wide ban on smoking in public
places that seems to be generally respected.
Smokers have been banished to smoking areas.
One morning in Shibuya I witnessed the
Smoking Police giving an errant couple a tough
time.
After just a few days we were off to Kyoto and
Nara, both capitals of Japan before Tokyo. We
had visited Kyoto many times, but it draws one
back like a magnet. Of course we went by
shinkansen; if one is touring a JR Rail Pass is
good value (www.seejapan.co.uk/transport/rail/jrpass).
For one week we based ourselves at the Palace
Side Hotel (www.palacesidehotel.co.jp) conveniently
situated close to the Imperial Palace and
Marutamachi subway station. Here we paid less
than Yen 7,000 per night (about £30) for a double
room, proving that Japan need not be expensive.
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RETURN TO JAPAN 	

(CONTINUED)

Unlike our previous visits to Kyoto, we were
well-prepared for this one by seeking advance
permission to visit the Imperial Palace, the
Retired Emperor’s Palace, the Shugakuin Villa
and Katsura Villa, all administered by the
Imperial
Household Agency
(www.kunaicho.go.jp), and Saiho-ji temple (but
better known as Kokedera – the Moss Temple).
The latter two were, for me, the most
remarkable; and Kokedera most of all. To visit
one must write to the temple at least one month
in advance and, if permission to visit is granted,
one must first take an hour of religious
instruction reciting and writing Buddhist sutras.
We were poor students, leaving after just thirty
minutes to get a head start on those more
diligent than ourselves. The central feature of
the garden, which dates from around 1340, is a
pond around which maples stand in a luxuriant
carpet of over 100 varieties of moss. There is a
tangible sense of other-worldliness here,
heightened by a profound silence broken only
by the regular knock of a shishiodoshi: an
ancient, water-driven bamboo device for scaring
away wild boar. (There weren't any!) I went
with unreasonably high expectations and I
prepared myself for disappointment – but I was
overwhelmed. If you visit Kyoto only once, do
not miss Saiho-ji.
On Sunday evening we joined the orderly
queues on the Tokyo-bound platform for our
shinkansen. We were due to leave the train at
Yokohama to stay with friends and travel with
them in their car onto the Izu Peninsula. There
is much here for the weekend visitors from
Tokyo, but midweek and out of season, the area
still gives a genuine feel for what rural Japan is
like. We stayed in a fisherman’s home on the
beautiful coastline and ate his fresh-caught fish
and crab. After a couple of days on Izu we were
relaxed and prepared for our final week in
Tokyo.
We stayed across from Ikebukuro Station in the
	


Hotel Urban (www.hotelurban.co.jp) where, for
the price of a broom cupboard in Central
London, we had a large double room. The time
in Tokyo flashed by – meeting many old friends
and business colleagues (both English and
Japanese) and visiting some of our favourite
places and some new ones. Two incidents from
this time readily spring to mind. Our first task
was to visit a launderette where a very old and
tiny lady and several young men were already
installed, all with industrial quantities of
washing. We approached with confidence, for a
launderette is much the same anywhere in the
world, but the old lady immediately took us
under her wing by helping us to load the
machines and supplying us with washing
powder. Would a Japanese couple in our capital
city receive such kindness? I’d like to think so.

Ikebukuro Station is one of the main stations of
Tokyo, from which hundreds of thousands of
commuters stream daily in the morning rush
hour. As we approached the south exit one
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RETURN TO JAPAN (CONTINUED)

He was now reloading his trolley whilst the
commuters were picking themselves up, dusting
themselves down and limping away. Only one
person showed any emotion – a young lady who
hit one of the boxes with her own umbrella. I
suspect that in almost any other country the man
would have been roundly abused and possibly
assaulted.

Source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ikebukuro_Station

morning we heard shouting and saw a commotion: bodies were piling up at the top of an escalator and ever more were being delivered. I
rushed to the escalator and down the stairs beside it, signalling to people to turn back and
walk down the escalator. Against the odds they
got the message. I then returned to the top. The
cause of the mayhem was now clear: a man had
ascended the escalator with a trolley piled impossibly high with boxes of umbrellas. At the
top the trolley had tipped over and with the
boxes had presented an impenetrable barrier.

	


So our holiday was soon over – no three weeks
seemed ever to have passed more quickly. Was
everything, as we first thought, reassuringly familiar? Japanese courtesy and kindness remains
alive and well, despite the changes that are happening in society. Cutting-edge and traditional
Japan live cheek-by-jowl, and both are there to
be enjoyed. The level of service is without
equal anywhere. For the visitor, things have got
easier: the present exchange rate makes Japan a
very attractive destination. Credit cards are now
widely accepted and cash machines ubiquitous.
The city environment is even cleaner. The
beauty of Kyoto and the countryside is undimmed. I did not begin to write this article
with the intention of commending Japan as a
holiday destination, it just turned out that way!
DAVID WOOLF
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ANGELA DAVIES RECEIVES AMBASSADOR’S COMMENDATION

tion of the award-winning Japanese garden at
the Chelsea Flower Show, after which she
helped to arrange its transfer to the National Botanic Garden of Wales.
Angela also helped to get the JET Programme
under way by serving as the first Co-ordinator
for International Relations from the UK in
1987-88. Based in Kagawa Prefecture, she developed links with that part of Japan that have
flourished over the years and since 2003 she has
functioned as ‘goodwill ambassador’ on behalf
of Kagawa Prefecture.
On January 29th His Excellency, Ambassador
Nogami presented Ms. Angela Davies, Vice
Chairman of the Japan Society North West with
a Certificate of Commendation. The award was
made in recognition of her distinguished contribution to fostering mutual understanding between the peoples of Japan and the UK.
Angela has been active in Japan-UK exchange
since the early 1980s. Her long association with
Japan runs across many different areas, ranging
from culture and education to business.
One of the many aspects of Angela’s career has
been her involvement with Japanese Gardens. In
1983-84 she worked at the International Garden
Festival in Liverpool and was centrally involved
in arranging the construction of a Japanese garden for that event. In March 1990 she was an
‘international liaison officer’ at the International
Garden and Greenery Exposition in Osaka in
1990. A more recent project in which she took
part was the refurbishment of the Chokushi
Mon gateway and the construction of a Japanese
garden at the Royal Botanic Gardens, Kew.
Then in 2001 she was involved in the construc-

She is a lecturer in the Japanese language at
John Moores University, Broad Green Sixth
Form College, and St. Julie’s High School in
Liverpool.
At the ceremony, Ambassador Nogami expressed admiration for everything Ms Davies
had done to further Japan-UK relations over
more than two decades. The award was, he said,
richly deserved.

(Text from the website of the Embassy of Japan
http://www.uk.emb-japan.go.jp/en/japanUK/decoration/0702
13adavies.html)

JSNW CONGRATULATES ANGELA
I am sure that you will all join me in congratulating Angela for achieving this high distinction and agree
that we are very proud to have such a talented woman in our Japan Society North West.
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Committee Member Profile
I am Nigel Cordon. I am
from Warrington England.
ナイジェルコルドンです。イ
ギリス人です。ワオリングト
ンに住んでいます。

I was feeling rather ‘PAST
IT’ at the tender age of 44,
having just had a bad career
review and finally I decided
that my work is not my
whole life.
I decided to challenge myself to prove that I am still
intelligent and can still achieve. I decided to
learn a language, German! After one chapter I
was bored so I tried Japanese. It’s absolutely
fascinating! What is forced on you in Japanese
is true of all languages. Culture drives language!

chess player in …well…in my class). So even
before then I wanted to know more about the
strategies of Go. From way back in 1980something, my favourite Sumotori has been
Chiyonofuji.
I have never been to Japan. I want to see Kiyomizudera and the Sapporo Ice Festival. I would
quite like to go to Hirosaki and confirm that
Alan Booth was originally born there before he
was reborn in London 300 years later. Alan
Booth the Samurai!
In literature I prefer Natsume Soseki. It’s an
easy step from Edgar Alan Poe who I also like. I
like Akira Kurosawa films and Snow Country
(by Yasunari Kawabata) and Manga Comics.
Taiko Drummers are absolutely brilliant! Sushi
ga dai suki desu! すしが大好きです。
So why am I interested in Japan?

I have always had an interest in Sumo (my dad
was a Black Belt Judoka) and Go (I was the best

Non-JSNW Events

Japanese Conversation Evening
The Japan Centre North West on Oxford Road, Manchester will be hosting a Japanese Conversation
Evening on Wednesday May 2 from 6.30 to 8.30pm. There will be a Japanese guest speaker plus
Japanese exchange students for ex-JETs to talk to. We will be providing nibbles and drinks. Contact
Helen_Coulson@hotmail. com if you are interested in attending.

New Manchester Ikebana Group
I'm a 34 year old Manchester based artist who has had an interest in ikebana (Japanese flower arranging) for about 10 years. I have found it very difficult to make progress with this amazing art because
there are very few teachers/ groups based in the UK.
Finally, I've decided the next best thing would be to organise a practice group here in Manchester
with other people who already have an interest in ikebana or who think it might be something they
would like to try.
To learn more about Ikebana, if you can, have a look at: http://www.ikebanahq.org/. If you think you
might like to get involved then please e-mail me, Nicola, at n.siddons@ntlworld.com or phone me on
07904 504 576. Hope to hear from you soon.
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EVENT REVIEW

A Night with KNMS Kendo Dojo, Thursday 1 March 2007
It was a Thursday evening on a dark chilly night
and eight intrepid JNSW members met (at the
bar, where else?) of the Bramhall Recreation
Centre to experience the hospitality of the
KNMS Kendo Club.
We were greeted by Sensei Wilf Swindells, an
experienced martial artist of many years, (although he looks half his age, does years of being hit over the head really keep ageing at
bay?). The practice started with Sensei Swindells introducing us to the Dojo members and
then continued with the traditional bowing and
Moksa, meditation. This was followed by a vigorous warm up session, which left some of the
JNSW members sweating just watching. Then
the actual practice started with Kendoka doing
what we expected them to do, shout “kiai!”, and
hit each other with bamboo swords (shinai)
while dressed in traditional armour.

male, young and not so young members of
KNMS, and once practice started, gave their
best, showing that Kendo can benefit all.
The training lasted until 10 o’clock, the Kendoka ‘cooled down’ and meditated, then the traditional courtesies of bowing and thanks
brought the session to a close. Sensei Swindells
took the time to show us the armour and explain
how it was worn etc, and answered a number of
questions posed by us. After this we thanked
Sensei Swindells and KNMS for an interesting
and enjoyable experience, then made our way
home with the sound of “kiaaaaaaaaaaaai” ringing in our ears.

Although this is noisy and almost chaotic in appearance, they are very much in control. The
various strikes and movements being explained
to us by Helen, a club member of some years,
and many photographs were taken by Kevin
Bailey, sorry, Howes. There are male and fe-

Spring Event
OHANAMI BLUEBELL WALK - ARLEY HALL AND GARDENS, NORTHWICH

Sunday 29 April 2007, starting at 11:00 a.m.
In Japan April 29th is
Greenery Day, a designated Bank Holiday.
It is also the month
when Japanese people
enjoy cherry blossom
viewing, or ‘ohanami’.
So what better way of
celebrating this occasion than with a day to
view our own nationally voted most popular
wild flower, the bluebell (Hyacinthoides non	


scripta). In early spring on just a few days there
are special guided Bluebell Walks of the woodland area not normally open to the public, where
there are thousands of bluebells and young
spring plants. Rich in history and beauty the Jacobean Mansion of Arley Hall has been the
home of the Ashbrook family for 13 generations. There are also award winning gardens, a
specialist plant nursery and a popular working
farm, all of which can be visited. The walk is of
one and three-quarter hours duration.
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ing idea: it suggests that the geese
carry away memories of Japan, as
they leave and return to the north.
It makes a very moving valediction. It is also saddening: Issa, who
died before the widespread use of
guns in the Meiji era, did not intend any irony in the last line.
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Calendar of Events
2007
April 14th
Curator Tour “Indigo” Whitworth Art
Gallery (£3)
April 29th
Ohana mi English-style: Bluebell Walk at
Arley Hall, Cheshire
June 2nd
AGM in Padgate Community Centre
Extension, Warrington – with talk and
demo about Token
June 30th

Kari / Wild Goose, Anser &
Branta sp.
The wild goose is the prefectural
bird of Miyagi. Six species of wild
goose were once widespread, even
abundant, in Japan (the Bean, the
White-fronted, the Lesser Whitefronted, the Snow, the Canada and
the Brent), but in every case the
once large flocks have been decimated by hunting pressure and
habitat loss. The karigane (Lesser
White-fronted Goose), for example, is now a very rare winter visitor. The haiku poets of the past
were fortunate enough to witness
the geese migrating to and from
their winter feeding grounds, and
the bird features in both the Spring
and Autumn sections of Blyth's
Haiku. (The bird alone is an
Autumn season-word, but as "departing goose" it belongs to
spring.) It is interesting to consider
the seasonal placement of the following haiku by Issa:
Kyō kara wa
nihon no kari zo
raku ni ine
From today onwards
You are geese of Japan;
Sleep in peace.
If it is an autumn poem, the geese
have just arrived, which is presumably why they now "belong" to
Japan. But Blyth places the poem
in Spring, which is a more interest-

	


Walkden Gardens,
Japanese Garden Society and Haiku
July 9th
Walk in Calderstones Park – Plants of
Japan
July

Aosagi / Grey Heron, Ardea cinerea
Japan, with its many rice fields,
rivers and marshes, is probably a
heron's paradise. There are around
15 kinds of bittern, heron and egret
occurring in the country, including
both the Great White Egret and the
Little Egret; but the aosagi is the
same bird as our familiar heron. It
is mentioned just once in Blyth's
Haiku, in the season of summer;
but it is one of the most wellknown of all Japanese haiku, and
one of Blyth's most effective translations:
Yūkaze ya
mizu aosagi no
hagi wo utsu
With the evening breeze,
The water laps against
The heron's legs.
Buson
Images on this page from the book
Naumann, Naturgeschichte der
Vögel Mitteleuropas available at

Talk on Japanese Literature by Damian
Flanagan
August
Walk in Delamere Forest and picnic
September
Japanese Gardens - the Return of
Professor Fukuhara
October
Visit to Warrington Museum
November
Japanese language with Angela Davies
December
Bonenkai!

Editor: John Croall
Contributers: David Woolf,
Nigel Cordon, Rob Bierman
(JSNW) and Martin Lucas (BHS).
Photos: All JSNW members
unless stated.
Contacts:
Event coordinator: Nigel Cordon
email (preferred):
events@jsnw.org.uk
or tel: 01925 728448

http://www.biologie.uni-hamburg.de/b-onli
ne/birds/regengl.htm
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